
 

Taiwan’s Global Innovation Competition 

 



 

‘TAIWAN TRENDING’ 
 

-- A Film by PHILLIP ALAN EPPS -- 
 

 ‘KEEP MOVING. DON’T STOP. BUT DON’T RUSH. DON’T RACE AROUND. SURE AND STEADY GETS YOU THERE EVERY TIME.’  
-- Best-selling life-balance author  

 
PITCH: 
Produce a 10- to 20-minute, entertaining, visually upbeat, compelling documentary-style film. 

Portray Taiwan's creative subcultures, 

multiculturalism & unique freedoms that 

have paralleled its well known tech 

industry: between it’s hardware past 

and software future. Seek local / 

international tech company sponsors, 

government support, to raise production 

budget. PRODUCT PLACEMENT! 

● Capture high-octane youth, 
startups, entrepreneurialism, 
artist & alternative communities. 

● Support administration by showcasing 
trends which link to unprecedented 
success and cultural influences from 
Silicon Valley.  

● Link Taiwan’s underutilized creative 
elements & successful startups that 
have benefited from these influences.  

● Create buzz within target audiences 
to want more.  

● Push opportunities for social 
participation, name names of real groups, 
personalities, events. 

● Highlight testimonials from personalities who 
underscore one of the project’s core messages: If 
you want to be in Asia, Taiwan is consistently the 
more stable, participatory & creative location.  

● Bottom line: real creativity requires real freedom. 
● Estimated production budget: NT$3-5MN  

 
 



 

INTENDED AUDIENCE: 
Taiwan’s current yet tenuous status as one of the most liberal Asian nations -- while its 
neighbors & the world apparently turn toward nationalism and intolerance -- is an extremely 
worthwhile, timely topic. Western audiences are the main focus of this Taiwan-centric project 
which could be sold to Discovery, National Geo, CNN, BBC. Major social media campaign. 
 

SUGGESTED CONTENT ELEMENTS: 
 

TECH / ART / CULTURE / EDUCATION / NATURE /  
 

● Graffiti artists, public graffiti areas, experimental art squats 
● Gay pride, women’s rights, evolution of Sunflowers 
● Locally produced music, ‘under the bridge’ concerts, rock clubs, The Wall 
● Outdoor craft markets, Ximending youth, Huashan, urban millennial vibe, fashion, cafe culture 
● Ruin Academy, Sugar Factory, modern & colonial architecture, smart cities 
● Government policies / efforts to boost economy preparing society for future, reform 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 



 

TECH / ART / CULTURE / EDUCATION / NATURE /  
 

● Co-working & maker spaces, startup events, meetups 
● Taiwan Startup Stadium, Hsinchu Science Park, Nangang Software Park, Neihu 
● Yilan Science Park coding / 

drone school / creative studio 
● Ed tech, student projects, 

awards, competitions 
● AR/VR content development, 

Vive X, major tech companies 
● eSports, gamers, hackathons, 

Computex, tech market 
● Taiwan’s high impact social 

media absorption 
● Teen public dance practice, 

yoga, alternative sports 
● Ubikes, fixed gear girls, river 

park cycling, biking around the 
island, Critical Mass, transportation activism 

● E-bikes, Gogoro scooters, skateboard culture, 
Evolve Bamboo electric skateboards 

● Surfing in Waio, Taitung, Kenting 
● Permaculture, organic gardening, sustainable 

energy… so much more! 

 
 

 

  

www.ciliumfilm.com  

 

http://www.ciliumfilm.com/
http://www.ciliumfilm.com/
http://www.ciliumfilm.com/


 

● THE CALIFORNIA CONNECTION -- A Brief History 
○ Silicon Valley Tech Culture Origins 

■ Early innovation due to major government investment in higher education nationally fueled by 
Cold War/space race & ‘coincidental’ integration with Bay Area freedom-loving counterculture 

■ Introduction of IBM mainframes & early internet 
■ Rise of the ‘creative class’ & west coast tech ascendancy  

● Alternative lifestyles, hippies, punks, gays, anti-war, civil rights, feminism 
■ Apple vs Microsoft 
■ ‘Drinking the kool-aid’ 

● Tech evangelism, dot.com finance, startups, burn rates, bubbles  
○ Silicon Valley 2.0 

■ Hardware-to-‘app’ migration 
■ Rise of smartphones 
■ Rise of globalization 

● China’s manufacturing supremacy 
■ Rise of Google/Youtube, Facebook, Uber, Netflix, Amazon 
■ AI, machine learning, autonomous vehicles, robots, AR/VR, big data, cloud computing 
■ New Economic Order becoming more evident 
■ Big tech hiring H1B immigrants from China, Taiwan 
■ Rise of Chinese tech giants: Alibaba, Tencent, Sina, Baidu 

 
● TAIWAN INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURISM 

○ Major influential trends 
■ Early hardware/manufacturing model borrowed from Japan 

● US companies like RCA allowed technology transfers 
● Moment of brilliancy: launch of Hsinchu Science Park 

■ Massive talent, finance, culture exchange between California & Taiwan 
● Taiwan engineering, physics, math, life science students at UCB, Stanford, MIT 

○ Taiwan 2.0 
■ Continued ‘advanced developing country’ status 

● Real reform held back by eternal back and forth of economic/power relationships 
between Taiwan, US & China 

● Small local manufacturing acumen meets medical & other ‘small’ devices 
■ Software beginnings... 

● Hardware-software marriage 
● Mobile apps  
● Startup culture 

■ New but still small scale creative class 
● Youth power, innovation, social media, sports 
● Arts, architecture, sustainability 

● THE FUTURE 
○ Critical economic need to robustly leverage current assets: 

■ Unique freedoms, youth power demographics, global influences, support for differentiation 
● Real creativity requires real freedom 

■ Right place, right time for renewed national confidence, tech culture supremacy 
● Transcend China vs. Taiwan, independence & identity issues, small-minded excuses 

such as ‘we’re just a small island’, focus on gaining international recognition 
■ Major government support of creative class innovation critical for Taiwan to begin to again 

compete globally 
● Making ‘visionary leadership’ cool again 
● Radical reform imperatives to take Taiwan to the next level as first world economy, major 

innovator 
■ Build first-in-Asia, private research university like MIT, encourage digital nomads/global coders 



 

 

ASIA PACIFIC 

Reporters Without Borders Picks 
Taiwan for Asian Bureau 

By CHRIS HORTON   APRIL 6, 2017 

 
HONG KONG — Reporters Without Borders, which advocates press freedom, announced on 

Thursday that it would open its first Asian bureau in Taipei, Taiwan’s capital, rather than in 

Hong Kong, which is increasingly under China’s sway. 

“Hong Kong was the place where we originally wanted to open an office in Asia,” Christophe 

Deloire, the group’s secretary general, said in an email, adding, “It is not so easy now to run 

activities from there.” 

Mr. Deloire said that the Paris-based organization, also known as Reporters Sans Frontières, 

decided against Hong Kong because of “a lack of legal certainty for our entity and activities.” 

He also cited the possibility that staff members would be put under surveillance. 

The announcement is a reversal of fortune for both Hong Kong and Taiwan. When Reporters 

Without Borders was founded in 1985, Hong Kong was a British colony with a high degree of 

press freedom, while Taiwan was at the tail end of four decades of martial law. 

Taiwan began its democratic transformation in the 1990s and now ranks 51st globally for press 

freedom, according to Reporters Without Borders. Hong Kong, a semiautonomous Chinese 

city, is 69th, while China is 176th. 

“I don’t blame Reporters Without Borders for jilting Hong Kong,” said Claudia Mo, a Hong 

Kong legislator who was a journalist before entering government. Ms. Mo said that before 

returning to Chinese control in 1997, Hong Kong had led Asia in press freedom, but that under 

Chinese sovereignty, “it’s been going downhill.” 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/hongkong/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
https://rsf.org/en/ranking
https://rsf.org/en/ranking
https://rsf.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/pages/world/asia/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/china/index.html?inline=nyt-geo


 

Mak Yin-ting, the former chairwoman of the Hong Kong Journalists Association and a 

member of its press freedom subcommittee, said that conditions had worsened under Hong 

Kong’s leader, Leung Chun-ying, who will step down on July 1. 

Self-censorship, government manipulation and pressure from pro-Beijing media owners were 

cited by journalists as the main challenges in a recent survey by the association, Ms. Mak said. 

More than 70 percent of journalists polled said they thought press freedom had deteriorated in 

Hong Kong over the past year. 

Neither Ms. Mak nor Ms. Mo expects things to improve under Mr. Leung’s successor, Carrie 

Lam, who was chosen by a committee dominated by people with close ties to Beijing. Ms. Lam 

has said she will uphold press freedoms in Hong Kong. 

Taiwan, a self-ruled, democratic island, is also feeling pressure from China, which considers it 

a breakaway province. 

“The main threat to media freedom comes from China, which has been exerting growing 

economic and political pressure on the Taiwanese media,” Taiwan’s profile on Reporters 

Without Borders’ website said. 

For Taiwan, the group’s decision to set up in Taipei is a rare — and welcome — soft-power win. 

The bureau is scheduled to open in June. 

“Because of difficulties owing to Taiwan’s diplomatic plight, strengthening ties with 

international NGOs that espouse universal values, such as R.S.F., will be a boost to Taiwan’s 

international participation,” said Hsu Kuo-yung, a spokesman for Taiwan’s government, 

referring to Reporters Without Borders using its initials in French. 
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http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/education-community/article/2085383/perception-hong-kong-press-freedom-improves
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/26/world/asia/hong-kong-election-carrie-lam-chief-executive.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/09/world/asia/hong-kong-cy-leung-reelection.html
https://www.nytimes.com/privacy
https://www.hkja.org.hk/site/portal/Site.aspx
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/26/world/asia/hong-kong-election-carrie-lam-chief-executive.html
https://rsf.org/en/taiwan

